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Physical methodology of assessing 3D measurement uncertainties 
by Multi Levels Monte Carlo Simulation

MLMCS: Multi Levels Monte Carlo Simulation
Global principle in two principal steps

SCHEME OF THE SET UP

For assessing the uncertainties on measurands studied, a multi-
level Monte Carlo approach can be realized which allows being 

near of the reality of the measurement process.

The simulation is divided into several stages allowing 
understanding the phenomena; to identify the main sources of 

uncertainty...

The objective of the simulation is to create the set of possible 
measurement files and have them run by the 3D software in 

order to simply calculate all the measurands. The generation of 
the files is carried out following the same approach as the actual 

measurement, that is to say that the number of levels 
correspond to the important steps of the measurement process
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The different levels and details of the Level #1.1

Deformation of the granite is parabolic:
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=  𝜀𝑂j
+ 𝑤𝑗 ᴧ 𝑂𝑗𝑃𝑖𝑗 . 𝑛𝑃𝑖𝑗 with i = {1 to 3} and 𝑛𝑃𝑖𝑥 = 𝑛𝑧

0 =  𝜀𝑂1
+ 𝑤𝑥 ᴧ 𝑂1𝑃𝑖𝑥 . 𝑛𝑃𝑖𝑥 with i = {4 to 5} and 𝑛𝑃𝑖𝑥 = 𝑛𝑦

0 =  𝜀𝑂1
+ 𝑤𝑥 ᴧ 𝑂1𝑃6𝑥 . 𝑛𝑃6𝑥 with 𝑛𝑃6𝑥 = 𝑛𝑥

Example: Effects of TVX on the X-axis

Thus it is possible to know the consequences of the design of the
machine on its deformation as a function of temperature variations

Awareness on the effects of drift 
on MCG measurement

Simulation close to physics
with highlighting drifting problems

The same simulation by 
removing the effects of drift

The different levels

Evaluation of a Romer 2025  Sigma Arm

Synthesis on virtual machine concept

Benefit Disadvantage

Allows to a 
manufacturer to better 

evaluate its 
uncertainties and 
improve its device

Not feasible (realistic) 
for a standard user 
because he knows 

neither the model used 
nor the compensations 
used by manufacturer

Concept of Virtual Machine is interesting for the manufacturer 
but inadapted for user
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Monte Carlo level #1

Monte Carlo level #1.1

Example of CMM geometry 
possible change for X-axis 

Level #1.1

Synthesis on MLMCS

With European Regional Development Funds (FEDER)

Simulation closer to physics. 
Only realistic simulation but requires manufacturer collaboration

Metrologically
controlled area

𝑢𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
𝑢𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
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𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
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Determination of uncertainties on a point

Method to determined uncertainty on mesurand

Measurements
of a part

Create N simulated 
measurement files

by MLMCS

𝑢𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠

Calculation of the measurands
for each simulation

𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
using SPC module

Synthesis on practical assessment

Benefit Disadvantage

Easily achievable by any 
user taking into 

account the operator 
and the environment

Majore the 
uncertainties

Pratical uncertainty
assessment for tracker laser


